Demarcated area at Roskilde Airport
As part of the adaption of current EU regulations at Roskilde Airport, a special area is established for
operation of flights without security status, e.g.: smaller aircrafts, operations without passengers, mail and
freight, etc.
All types of aircrafts are permitted to arrive in this demarcated area. Consequence being, however, that
the aircraft and its crew as well as passengers will obtain only the lowest security status.
Following aircrafts are permitted to depart from demarcated area without security control:
1) aircrafts with a MTOW of 15 000 kg
2) helicopters
3) flights for law enforcement
4) flights for fire fighting
5) flights for emergency or ambulance service
6) flights for research and development
7) flights for aerial work
8) flights for humanitarian aid
9) flights operated by airlines, aircraft manufacturers or maintenance companies which do not carry
any passengers, baggage, cargo or mail
10) flights operated by aircrafts with a maximum take-off weight of less than 45 500 kg and travel with
own staff or transport of passengers or goods free of charge as part of their business
Aircrafts belonging to the above categories are obligated to request security control through the Traffic
office if security status is desired.
All other types of departures and arrivals must be coordinated with the Traffic office, as these types
require establishment of a dynamic C-SRA area – this includes scanning of platform, establishment of
barriers, monitoring of the area, security control of everyone who requires access to the area as well as the
escorting of passengers to the aircraft.
It is the operator's duty anytime to notify the destination airport, if a Commercial, Business or Taxi flight do
not meet EU Standards.

For aircrafts following signs marks the entry and exit of the area:

For pedestrians and vehicles following sign marks the entry to the area:

